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1 - Blessed Virgin Amy

Adventures of the chosen three

15 years after the series, "Sonic X"

Sonic, Knuckles and Tails have been defeated by Eggman and his newly built creation, (metal-robot
hedgehog) Metalix. Chameezeedroid, A fire God hedgehog has been chosen by the guards to select
three new heroes to save the world.

(At Sonic's funeral)

Amy: Wahhhh....Why did he have to go?....I'm nearly thirty years old. We were married. Everything was
going so well! Egggman will not get away with this!!!!

(A flame appears behind her)

Flame: Amy....Amy.....
Amy: Who's there?

(The flame transforms to Chamezeedroid)

Chameezeedroid: It is I, Hedgehog god of fire, CHAMEEZEEDROID!!
Amy: A god? Humph! Not even a god can help me now. Everything is lost.....
Chameezeedroid: I can help you get revenge, Amy. What do you mean?
Chameezeedroid: Have you ever heard of Zethus?
Amy: The god of all gods?
Chameezeedroid: Yes, the strongest being on Earth will be his son, Zasalus.
Amy: And where is he?
Chameezeedroid: Inside you. You are pregnant with this baby. The chosen one. Only he will be able to
defeat Dr. Eggman
Amy: I'll get him to a fighting school when he is of age, then should I?
Chameezeedroid: Good Idea....Blessed Virgin Amy!!!
Amy: What does this remind me of?!!
Chameezeedroid: There are two others who will befriend and accompany Zasalus when he is
older.....don't forget....you hold a great child....

(Chameezeedroid dissapars with a cheesey smile on his face)

Amy: (sarcastic) great!



2 - Chapter 2: A Star is Born

Chapter 2: A star is Born

(In Flickies Island Hospital)

Amy: I'm in Labour.... wish Sonic was here to see this!

Surgeon: Push! Push! Push!

Amy: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Surgeon: Harder! HARDER!!!

Amy: Argh! I'm Exhausted

Surgeon: Don't stop now!!!

Amy: AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!! AAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!

Surgeon: SQUEEZE! SQUEEZE!

AMY: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Surgeon: COME ON!!!

Amy: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-

(POP!)

Surgeon: He's out!!
Amy: Baby Zasalus
Amy's Mum: We're so proud of you, honey!
Amy's Dad: Well done, Pumpkin!
Zasalus: Waahhh!!



(Chameezeedroid's voice echoes inside Amy's head)

Chameezeedroid echo: Never forget.....He is the chosen one.....

(surgeon hands Amy the baby over)

Amy: Oh, Joy!!!
Surgeon: Congratulations, here's the birth certificate.
Amy: Thanks!

(Just then, for the first time since Sonic's death, Amy let out a smile.



3 - Chapter 3 - Eternal Warrior

Chapter 3 - Eternal Warrior

By the time Zasalus was of age (Fifteen), His hair was snow white to represent purity and peace - the
gods decided it was time for Chameezeedroid to choose three warriors to defend earth, three “chosen
ones”. Zasalus was going to be one of them but he hadn't decided who else should accompany him.

(In the bustling city of Tokyo, One male, dark green haired Fox is pushing through the crowd)

Ryu: Excuse me, Excuse me lady!

Yoko: Hey, Fox, You're not the only one pushing through the crowds, and don't call me lady!!!

(Yoko - A Purple hedgehog female with a pink stripe coming down her forehead all the way down her
back and spines)

Ryu: I'm sorry!

(Ryu continues through the crowds)

Yoko: Just who does my brother think he is!!

(Then a flame appears behind Yoko)



Flame: Yoko…..Yoko…..

Yoko: Hey, who said that!!

(The flame transforms to Chameezeedroid

Chameezeedroid: You could floor anyone with your tough attitude. You're so tough from pushing through
these crowds all your life!!

Yoko: Everyone here is!

Chameezeedroid: You have been chosen to defeat Dr. Eggman….

Yoko: What? Me? You need a hero for this! I'm a nobody! What about Sonic?

Chameezeedroid: He's dead!

Yoko: Oh, yeah, I heard about that on the news!!

Chameezeedroid: I am choosing three last people and you are one of them. Meet me at Flickies Island,
Central Park, Tomorrow at midday.

(He gives her the tickets and disappears)

Yoko: It's a date!!!!



4 - Chapter 4: The Final Choosing

Chapter 4 - The Final Choosing

(At the temple of the gods)

Hades: Hey, the boss says you have one more to choose.

Chameezeedroid: Yeah, I know. I've been looking around....and I think I've found someone...

(Meanwhile at Cream's house)

Cream: Oh, Amy, I'am so glad you stopped by for hot choclolate.

Amy: Me too cream!

Cream: How's Zasalus?

Amy: He's fine!!

Cream: That's nice!!

(Knock! Konck!)

Cream: Oh, we have another guest!

(Cream opens the door to find a Jet-Black Rabbit with a white skull on his forehead and chocolate brown
eyes)

Cream: Latte!!! LATTE!!!

Amy: Who?

Cream: You haven't been introduced to each other!!

Cream: Amy, this is my brother, Latte!! Latt, This is Amy my best friend!

Latte: Pleased to see ya!

(Latte kisses her hand)

Amy: Oh, (blushes) Greetings...

(A Flame appears)



Latte: AAHHH! FIRE!!

Amy: Wait aminute that's Chameezeedroid!!

Flame: Latte....Latte....

Latte: What the?!?!?

Cream: Whoever you are, STOP THAT!!You'll burn the carpet!!!

Flame: Hmm? Oh, sorry!!!

(Flame transforms into Chameezeedroid.)

Latte: Who ar you?

Chameezeedroid: A god. You have ben chosen. You are a great fighter.

Latte: Chosen?? What for, Fireface!!?

Amy: To beat, Eggman!!!

Latte: You know of this?

Amy: Yes! He is chhosing three great fighters to defeat Dr. Eggman! I know! My son is one of them!!!

Latte: I see. I'll take down Eggman!

Chameezeedroid: Good, meet me and the others at the Central Park, Midday, Tomorrow!

(He dissapears in a flash)

Latte: Where's he gone??!!

Cream: He didn't even say goodbye!

Amy: Believe me, Cream! You'll get more than used to it!



5 - Chapter 5: The disastrous meeting

Chapter 5: The Disastrous meeting

(The next day at 11: 55am)

Yoko: Oh, I'm early! Damn! I have to wait for the others!!

Evil Voice: Yoko, Yoko, YOKO!!!

Yoko: Who said that?

Evil Voice: Guess…Muahahahahaha!

Yoko: Dr. Eggman!?!?!

Evil Voice: Correcto Mondo!!

Yoko: Show yourself or you'll be soft-boiled!!

(A circle of Egg-Carrier ships surround Yoko in the sky with cannons ready to fire)

Yoko: Oh, Crud



(Cream, Big the cat, Latte and Froggy come out of a building)

Eggman's Voice: Metallix, kill Yoko and capture Cream and Froggy!!

Metallix: Yes, Master!!

(Metallix jumps out of the ship)

Yoko: Bring it on, steel-butt

(Suddenly a Pure White Hedgehog runs along)

Zasalus: Go now!!

Eggman's voice: Another time. Metallix, we're leaving

(Metallix puts Cream and Froggy under his arms and jumps onto the ship)

Metallix: So long, Suckers!!

Cream: Let me go now!!!



Froggy: Croak!

Latte: CREAM!!!

Big: FROGGY!!!!

(Eggman's ships go off Into the horizon. Latte, Zasalus and Yoko are standing there in the middle of
Central Park with Big in the Backgound. Chameezeedroid decides to appear. Zasalus draws his sword
at Chameezeedroid in shock)

Zasalus: Ah! Oh….It's only you!

Chameezeedroid: Why am I at the wrong end of that thing?

Yoko: And why did YOU, Chameezeedroid decide to show up when It's all over.

Chameezeedroid: As a god, I am not allowed to actually fight! It is one of the laws of the gods. I am only
allowed to be your guide!

Latte: That's a stupid rule

Chameezeedroid: I know! But it's just the way it is! Come Inside to the hut for some coco. It's only across
the park. We can discuss matters there.



6 - Chapter 6: No time to loose

Chapter 6: No time to lose.

Zasalus: Coco? Now? No! We've got no time to lose!

Yoko: The white guy's right! We've got a poached egg stealing two innocent pervilians and threatening
the world and while all this is happening we'll be drinking coco!!!!!

Chameezeedroid: That's a good point, there!

Big: Can I come along? I wanna help Cream and Froggy!

Chameezeedroid: No! You guard the island from intruders!

Big: Froggy…..

Yoko: Don't worry, We'll find them. That's a guarantee

Latte: Yeah, yeah, yeah, that's all very nice but Eggman took off in a spaceship. He's most probably in
space.

Chameezeedroid: Take the tornado, it's a professional ship. It's in the garage behind me!



Latte: How will we find Eggman

Chameezeedroid: He's on the moon, a ball made of Cheese

Zasalus: Eggman on the moon?

Yoko: Well it's Egg Florentina for tea tonight, fella's!

(They all laugh from Yoko's joke)

Zasalus: That's a good one!

Chameezeedroid: You three should go now, like you said, Yoko; there's no time to lose!

(Zasalus, Yoko and Latte get in the Tornado

Yoko: See you flames, see you Big!

Latte: Goodbye!

Zasalus: And don't worry big! We'll find them!

(They fly off through the atmosphere, but later on, during the journey)



Yoko: Did you enjoy your Egg Florentina?

Latte: Yeah, sure did!

Zasalus: I can see the moon out of the window!!

Yoko: Eggman, here we come!!!



7 - Chapter 7: Stranded, warned and saved

(The machine starts beeping)

Robot: DANGER ALERT! DANGER ALERT!

(The sirens go off)

Latte: Woah, what's happening

(Yoko looks at the radar)

Yoko: We've been hit!

(The tornado heads down through the sky and lands on an island)

CRASH!

Yoko: Is everybody Okay?

Zasalus: Yes!!

Latte: (sarcastic) Oh, great!

Zasalus: Shut up Latte! All you ever do is bellyache!

Yoko: We're stranded on an island here, guys. We're gonna hafta co-operate!

(Chameezeedroid appears in a whiff of smoke)

Chameezeedroid: Well done! You had a crash!

Yoko: Do you know who hit us.

Chameezeedroid: Grimer's ship!

Zasalus: Grimer?

Chameezeedroid: Yes. Eggman's assistant!

Yoko: Can you teleport us out of this island?

Chamezeedroid: I could but I wont



Latte: Who's side you really on?

Chameezeedroid: Yours

Latte: Then get us off this god damn island, flames!

Chameezeedroid: I'm not allowed to telport you or use any magic powers on you.
All I can do is guide you

Zasalus: Because It's against the law of the Gods!

Chameezeedroid: Precisely!

Latte: Damn Laws!

Yoko: Isn't there anything you can do!

Chameezeedroid: I can use magic to repair your ship!

Latte: You could of told us earlier!

Yoko: Oh, Shut up, Latte! You always have something to complain about!

Zasalus: I thought you were'nt allowed to-

Chameezeedroid: I can't use magic on you. I never said anything about ships!

Yoko: You sly devil!!

Chameezeedroid: Thank you!!

(The tornado. Repairs in a hush of flames)

Chameezeedroid: I have found out another bad guy!

Zasalus: Another one!?!?!?!?!?

Chameezeedroid: His name is Posiechrando but I must kill him!

Latte: I thought you were'nt allowed to fight!

Chameezeedroid: The rules state that I may only fight against other gods!

Yoko: This PossedonChro guy is a god!

Chameezeedroid: Yes. And his name isn't Possedonchro it's Posiechrando!



Yoko: Whatever!

Chameezeedroid: He is my twin brother. He is the god of Suffacation

Zasalus: Suffercation!

Latte: (sarcastic) Yeah and I'm the god of half-digested things found on the doorstep!

Chameezeedroid: (sarcastic) Ha Ha very funny. Your name's Bugs Bunny!

Latte: Hey I might be a rabbit but I am not a fictional character!

Yoko: You could be for all we know.
There could be some god who's writing your life out like a story.

Latte: Well just don't publish It bacause It wouldn't sell anyway.

(They all laugh)

Yoko: So true, Latte!

Zasalus: Chameezeedroid...

Chameezeedroid: Yes.....

Zasalus: If you're meant to defeat Posiechrando why tell us?

Chameezeedroid: Just thought It would be nice for you to know.

Zasalus: Thanks!

Yoko: Well, we'd best be off. Bye, flames,

Chameezeedroid: Bye!

(Zasalus, Yoko and Latte fly off in the tornado, Chameezeedroid let's out a cheeseey smile
and disappears)



8 - Chapter 8: The Statues and The Chaos Emerald

(Zasalus, Latte and Yoko are on the tornado when the alarm starts again)

Alarm: CHAOS EMERALD ALERT!

Yoko: What's that alarm on about?

(Chameezeedroid appears in a whiff of flames)

Chameezeedroid: It's telling you there's a chaos emerald nearby.

Latte: A what?

Zasalus: A Chaos Emerald! Mum told me about them.

Chameezeedroid: You should try and collect as many as you can. There are seven Chaos Emeralds.
Each one is a different colour.

Yoko: Why do we need them?

Chameezeedroid: They are very powerful. They will help beat Eggman.



Zasalus: How?

Chameezeedroid: Because of their magical mysterious powers!! Eggman is after them too. He already
has five.

Zasalus: How?

Yoko: Why?

Latte: Does he want `em to stop us from getting `em.

Chameezeedroid: Partly. And they'll make him more powerful against you.

Yoko: We better get this chaos emerald!

Zasalus: Good idea.

Chameezeedroid: According to the radar It should be in the warrior shrine on the island below you.

Yoko: Let's go!

(They land)

Yoko: This is a nice place.



Latte: Let's look for the chaos emerald.

Zasalus: Hey guys, look at this!

(Zasalus is pointing at three statues of Sonic, Knuckles and Tails)

Yoko: Guys…..There crumbling….

(The statues starting cracking really quickly)

Latte: That ain't natural!

(Suddenly, The real Sonic, Knuckles and Tails hatch out of the statues)

Sonic: Surprise!!

Zasalus: You….You're dead!

Knuckles: We were!

Sonic: But you bought us back by coming here.

Yoko: How?

Tails: A spell. It says If a good guy comes here we get bought back!



Latte: Cool!

Sonic: And we haven't aged in the last 25 years!!

(Chameezeedroid appears in a whiff of smoke)

Chameezeedroid: You three are alive?!?!!?!

Tails: Yeah!

Sonic: Who are you?

Chameezeedroid: I am Chameezeedroid. God of Fire. I have been guiding these three. But the six of
you better get that emerald.

(While Chameezeedroid was talking, Tails found the Chaos Emerald)

Tails: I found the Chaos Emerald, Sonic!

Chameezeedroid: Already!?!?! You lot better get on the tornado!!



Sonic: OK.



9 - Chapter 9: Ryu and Metallix

Chapter 9 - Metallix and Ryu

(Meanwhile in the Egg-Carrier)

Eggman: GRIMER!!

Grimer: Yes, Sire?

Eggman: Bring in Ryu!!

(Two guards bring in Ryu, Yoko's brother)

Ryu: What do you want?

Grimer: Bow, you idiot!!

Eggman: It's O.K. Ryu!! You don't like your sister?

Ryu: Not really, she can be OK…..sometimes!

Eggman: How's about if you settle your sibling rivalries once and for all?



Ryu: What are you saying?

Eggman: Kill your sister for me, Ryu. Kill her and I can offer you one million billion pounds.

Ryu: You're telling porkies, Eggshell!

(Eggman shows him the check)

Eggman: Here is evidence!!

(Ryu's eye bulge out of his head)

Ryu: Of….course…..sire….

Eggman: Excellent. GRIMER!!!

Grimer: Yes, Sire?

Eggman: Bring in Metallix!

Grimer: Yes, Sire!



(Metallix enters)

Eggman: Ah! Metallix. How nice to see you looking so mobile.

Metallix: What is it, sire?

Eggman: Help Ryu, I want you two to bring Yoko to me….alive!!

Ryu: Why alive?

Eggman: I can use her as bait to lure the others from collecting the chaos emerald and just coming to
me, without the chaos emerald they will be powerless.

Metallix: And we can use her to tell us where there hideout is, sire!

Eggman: Yes, an excellent idea. MUAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

Grimer: But…are we going to collect the Chaos emerald while there here, sire?

Eggman: Bah! IDIOT!! OF COURSE WE WILL! AND YOU'LL BE THE ONE TO DO IT!!! YOU KNOW
WHERE THEY ARE!! TAKE THE POACHED EGG-CARRIER, THE MINI SHIP!! AND GET ME THOSE
EMERALDS, IMBICILE!!!

Grimer: Yes, Sire.



Eggman: VICTORY WILL be mine!!

Ryu: Yes, Sire…..



10 - Chapter 10: The Rainbow Emerald

Chapter 10: The Rainbow Emerald

(On the tornado)

Latte: Grumble Grumble

Yoko: What you grumbling over now.

Latte: I don't understand why we have to go far and wide looking for seven lumps of crystal.

Tails: Six now!

Latte: Whatever.

Zasalus: We need the chaos emerald for power

(Chameezeedroid appears)

Chameezeedroid: Look. It is said Posiechrando has the eighth “Rainbow emerald” in his possession.

Latte: Another one??!! Damn it!!



Yoko: Shut up, Latte!!

Chameezeedroid: No. If you have this one you have the power of all seven emerald together.

(Knuckles enters the room in pyjamas)

Knuckles: Why don't we just go after that one then?

Chameezeedroid: Because we have to find Posiechrando, my brother.

Zasalus: So what now?

Chameezeedroid: I think we need to pay Dr. Eggman a visit.

(Meanwhile in the Egg-Carrier)

Eggman: GRIMER!!!

Grimer: Yes, master?

Eggman: Bring him in!



Grimer: Yes, Master!

(Grimer pulls a rope to open the door. A dark blue flame god with a black belly and fluorescent green
eyes enters. He looks like an evil version of Chameezeedroid)

Eggman: Ahhh….Posiechrando. It is good to see you again.

Posiechrando: Yes my old friend.

Eggman: I have a depotic plan. We'll leave Chameezeedroid's warriors to collect the emeralds. And then
when they come we can just use the rainbow emerald to fight them.

Posiechrando: Wasting their efforts….interesting plan but what's in it for me.

(Eggman holds out a billion pound check.)

Eggman: This.

Posiechrando: Can you go to the bank and convert that to dollars for me.

Eggman: Of course. WE shall win and rule….INFINITELY!!!!! Muahahahahahaha!

(Ryu and Metallix enter)

Ryu: Yes, we shall. Nothing can stop us now.



Metallix: EXTERMINATE!!

Ryu: Please stop that!! You are NOT a Dalek.

Metallix: SORRY.

Eggman: It's ok….We shall win…



11 - Chapter 11: A Suprise for an Egg.

Chapter 11: A Surprise for an egg.

(In the Tornado)

Yoko: Almost there.

Zasalus: He'll be in for a surprise.

(Back at the Egg-Carrier)

KNOCK!! KNOCK!! KNOCK!!

Eggman: There's a knock on the door. GRIMER!!!

Grimer: Yes, your Majesty?

Eggman: Answer the door.

Grimer: Yes, your majesty.

Eggman: I wonder who this could be.



(Grimer answers the door to Chameezeedroid's warriors including Sonic, Knuckles and Tails.)

Eggman: It….cannot be! Sonic….You're dead…

Grimer: Sonic?

Eggman: GRIMER, YOU IDIOT! WHY DID YOU LET THEM IN!

Grimer: you…you said-

Eggman: I DON'T WANT TO HEAR IT!

(Eggman gets out his katana and slashes Grimer's head off. Dashes of Red and Green blood come from
his neck.)

Eggman: He got what was coming to him.

(Chameezeedroid appears)

Chameezeedroid: ENOUGH, EGGMAN! We've come for a debate, nothing more. We don't want a fight.

Eggman: They'll be no fight.



Chameezedroid: Good. Where's the Rainbow emerald.

Eggman: How do you know about that?

Chameezeedroid: Zeus told all the gods about that, Eggman

Eggman: Come with me. I have an old friend for you to see. GUARDS! Kill his warriors!

(Eggman grabs Chameezeedroid and they both disappear in a black flame.)

Zasalus: Where'd they go?

Sonic: I don't know. Let's beat his guards first.

(Ryu enters)

Yoko: BROTHER!!! What are YOU doing here?

(Ryu attacks Yoko)

Yoko: Oh no…you're not working for Eggman!?



(Ryu's eyes glow red)

Knuckles: He's under some sort of spell!

Yoko: I will not fight you, brother.

(Ryu knocks Yoko flying)

Yoko: Please….Brother….Remember…

(Yoko has a flash back of when they were cute little kids)

Mummy: Come on Kids, Tea's ready.

(Yoko and Ryu run in the dining room)

Yoko: I love you, Ryu

Ryu: I love you too, sis. And we'll always be friends for ever.

Yoko: Promise?

Ryu: Promise.

(The flashback ends)



Yoko: Please, Ryu! Fight Eggman's spells…..remember our promise….

Ryu: Cannot remember….

(Ryu kicks Yoko back)

Zasalus: Yoko sure is playing a dangerous game.

(Metallix enters)

Latte: And we aren't?

(Sonic runs into Metallix at super sonic speed)

 

Sonic: Hey, Metallix. Long time no see.

Metallix: EXTERMINATE!!

Knuckles: Who does he think he is? A Dalek!

Tails: I'm gonna help out Yoko!



Knuckles No Tails!! That's her fight.



12 - Chapter 12: An Immense Godly Battle

Chapter 12: An immense Godly Battle

(In a beautiful multicolour cave, Eggman and Chameezeedroid appear in a black flame.)

Eggman: Here we are, your brother, I'll you two to it.

(Eggman Disappears in a black flame)

Posiechrando: Welcome, Chameezeedroid.

Chameezeedroid: Brother…

Posiechrando: I've been expecting you

Chameezeedroid: Why do you follow Eggman, Brother, He'll just control and enslave you.

Posiechrando: You don't understand do you? He won't control me….I'll control HIM!

Chameezeedroid: You're wrong. Swallow your pride, brother.

Posiechrando: Good and Evil are only opinions. Eggman is not evil and neither are you.



Chameezeedroid: Brother.

Posiechrando: You're both just people and until you understand this you'll never be able to defeat me.

Chameezeedroid: You want to place a bet on that, brother?

Posiechrando: Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! You don't honestly think you can beat me? Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!

(They attack each other at such a speed it just looks like an orange fireball colliding with a dark blue
fireball again and again, eventually they stop fighting)

Posiechrando: It's not over yet!

(Posiechrando draws out two katanas)

Chameezeedroid: Is that it?

(Chameezeedroid draws out a sword with a blade made completely of flames.)

Posiechrando: Looks like I'm going to have to put your fire out!

(Posiechrando attacks at the speed of light. His swords roared in the air)



Chameezedroid: Not this time, brother!! ARRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGHHH!!

(Chameezeedroid uses his flame sword to slice his katanas in half.)

Posiechrando: what, no, no, NO! This cannot be!

Chameezeedroid: I should've killed you long ago, brother!

(Chameezeedroid stabs Posiechrando and then Posiechrando explodes and dies)

Chameezeedroid: Now let's get that emerald.

(He picks the rainbow emerald off the floor; Zeus comes down on a cloud, his booming voice echoes in
the precipe)

Zeus: Chameezeedroid! When ever you hold this emerald in your possession your allies will grow
stronger.

Chameezeedroid: Just what we need, master Zeus.

Zeus: Don't let Eggman ruin this lovely planet I spent so long to create. Help the others. Keep this
emerald in your possession. I will teleport you back to the Egg-Carrier.

ZAP!!



(He get's teleported)

Eggman: You!!!

Yoko: Flames!!!

Chameezeedroid: Posiechrando is dead, Eggman.

Eggman: Don't worry.

(Eggman draws a sword and slices Zasalus)

Yoko: Nooooooooooooooooooooo!

Latte: Zaaaaaaasaaaaaaaluusss

(Ryu has a flashback of his childhood)

Ryu: Don't worry sis, if you ever come near danger, I'll always help you.

Yoko: You're the best, bro.

(The flashback ends)



Ryu: I remember….

(Eggman stabs Yoko and Latte)

(Tails cries)

Tails: Nooo….Wahhhh. Noooo….

Ryu: NO EGGMAN!! NOT THIS TIME!! YOU WILL DIE!!!

(Ryu snatches his sword)

Eggman: You betray me!?

Ryu: I double dare!

(Ryu slashes Eggman many times and Eggman explodes and dies)

 

Yoko: Ryu…..

(Yoko, who is lying on the floor, coughs up blood)

Ryu: Sis….I'm sorry sis, I broke our oath. I said I'd always be there for you.



Yoko: Hush. You remembered….That is all that matters to me….

 

(Ryu breaks out in tears)

Ryu: Sis! Sis.

Yoko: Don't cry. Please….please don't cry.

Ryu: I can't imagine going back home without you.

Yoko: Know that I went being happy and go in peace….

(She dies)

Ryu: Sis.

Yoko: …..

Ryu: Sis!! SIS!! Wake up!! NO!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

(Tails and Ryu cry their eyes out, Metallix enters.)

Sonic: Uh-Oh.



Metallix: NO! MASTER! NO! SELF DESTRUCTION!

Sonic: He's turned into a time bomb let's get out of here!
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(On the way home)

Sonic: How will we tell Amy?

Tails: (Crying) About Zasalus?

Sonic: Yeah. And Cream about Latte.

Knuckles: Just cut to the point, I guess.

(A tear came to Knuckles eye. He wiped it away quickly because he wanted people to think he was
tough.)

Ryu: (Crying) How will I ever get over this?

Sonic: Hey. Everybody looses people sometimes….It takes time to heal from these things, Ryu.

Ryu: I've got to go to the airport. Get a plane to Japan and tell my Mama and Pa the bad news.



Knuckles: Bye, Ryu.

Sonic: Oh and by the way, take this.

(Sonic holds out a silver necklace)

Sonic: It's for good luck. Keep it. I hope it brings you luck too, my friend. Farewell.

Ryu: Farewell to you all.

(Ryu leaves)

Knuckles: I sure hope he's okay.

Sonic: He will be. He's a strong minded and a strong-hearted person, Knuckles.

Tails: Times like now, you need all your friends around you.

Sonic. Well, I'm glad I've got you two as my best friends. Haha!

Tails: Me too Sonic.

(Much Later, they arrive home.)



Amy: Sonic? SONIC!!!! You're alive? You beat Eggman too? Wow!!!

(Amy hugs Sonic)

Amy: Woohoo! Why do you look so glum!!

Sonic: You're Son and both his friends died.

Amy: What? Noooooooooooooooooo! No parent should have to bury their child.

(Cream comes along)

Cream: Latte too?

Knuckles: afraid so.

Cream: NO! Wahhh.

(Amy and Cream break out in tears)

Sonic: It might take a while for things to settle down.

Tails: (Crying even more) I sure hope everyone can be happy again….



(Chameezeeedroid appears)

Chameezeedroid: Yes, this is a tragic event. Lives have been taken, lives have been spared…come. It
has been a busy week or so….

(And from that day the truth never came to light and the story of “The three Chosen Ones” was told by
parents to their kids for generations….)
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